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Affect of Service: 9 faculty commented
I have had complaints from some students regarding some of the staff being unprofessional and rude to them and the students who work there. There are one or two librarians that I will not work with, but
overall the staff provides excellent service, especially the circulation desk staff.
The staff are great
outstanding library faculty!
staff are efficient, professional, and courteous
competent and dedicated librarians and staff
the librarians are extremely courteous and helpful
experiences with the librarians has been mixed over the years and differs depending on the reason I am communicating with them. They are sometimes courteous, helpful and practical, sometimes kind but
not helpful, sometimes indiffernt, sometimes hard to track down, sometimes annoyed and unresponsive, and sometimes give conflicting information about their own procedures and policies.
librarians have been exceptionally helfpul, even extraordinarily so, in acquiring printed and recorded matter that I have needed or requested through ILL or the permanent collection.
On the rare occasions when I get to the library, it never seems as if there are people available to answer questions
Collections and Access: 16 faculty commented
Journals and Other Resources
I use videos and DVDs frequently for use in the ... courses that I teach and for personal development. There is a lack of current videos and DVDs in [my area].
While I recognize that these are expensive resources, electronic access to the high impact publications in my discipline (Science, Nature, etc) would greatly improve my effictiveness in both teaching and
research. In scientific publications, the figures are the most important part of the publication. More often these figures include color images that do not photocopy well and are better viewed on-screen. Also,
I have noticed that several of the electronic "full text" holdings do not include figures. These are completely useless. Please consider making Grinnell's libraries even better than they are by purchasing
improved electronic journal access.
The main deficiency my students and I experience is in accessing the necessary scientific journals for our work. This problem would probably be remedied most easily by increasing our electronic access to
more journals through whatever would be the most cost-effective means
Greater access to electronic journals would greatly improve the library services.
In order to remain competiive (dare I say even competent?), Grinnell must provide rapid access to a broad spectrum of web-based periodical/journal servers.
I wish the library received more funding, as they always seem to be under pressure to drop journals. The cost of journals is not in their control. The institution must support the library or else change its
mission. When this pressure is passed on to depts or users, it detracts from its function.
The underfunding of library resources (books, journals and electronic resources, staff) by the College administration is systematically undermining the academic environment at the College.
we need scifinder scholar so we can easily serarch scientific journals, our current search engines are out dated and not user friendly
The poor selection of journals in my discipline is often a hindrance
There is always room to improve access to information, and this should be one of the liberary's strongest priorites.
If there were some way to gain access to U of I electronic resources without having to go to Iowa City to log into their system, that would greatly expand the opportunities to keep up with current professional
research.
doesn't have all the journals I would like access to.
ILL
inter library loan DOES NOT MAKE COLOR copies, rendering some scientific articles worthless.
In the last 6 months, I've requested five or six items that needed to be ordered from the library. Three of these requests were lost or misplaced. For at least one item, it appears someone decided that the
order was not necessary, even though I had already talked to students at the front desk. No one told me that the request was dropped or misplaces in any of these situations.
Each time I follow up when a requested item doesn't show up, I find the librarians are extremely courteous and helpful. However, there seems to be some organization needed when requesting items for the
library. Could a requested item be given some sort of tracking number that I could follow?
interlibrary loan system works quite well.
Web site
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I use the library webpage fairly often from home or my office, but it's often not clear to me which databases or other aids I should use for what searches, or how to access the things I find.
I find the website sometimes confusing
Circulation Policy
The limit is ridiculous. No research can get done like this. No wonder nobody publishes at this school. If I had known about the check-out limit, I would have seriously considered my research institution
offers. The limit is what makes me feel like I'm marooned in the middle of nowhere.
Library as Place: 5 faculty commented
I strongly believe that the college needs a new library building with more modern facilities and a much more inviting atmosphere for studying and reading. Burling is a good library for a college of about half
Grinnell's size and importance, but pales in comparison with Williams and other good schools.
In the planning for a new facility please create room for the backfiles of journals, including those to which there is electronic access. For those of us who do not like to read journals electronically, the present
inaccessibiltiy of backfiles is a constant aggravation.
all of my in situ experience is degraded by the loud talking common in Burling, not only by students, but even the Circulation personnel. I simply avoid working in the library itself, unless I have to. I am used
to the old fashioned idea that still obtains in the great international research libraries where I have worked, i.e. that a library is a place that maintains a degree of quiet that is conducive to serious scholarship.
I know that we will never revert to this at Grinnell--it would be easier to put the toothpaste back in the tube by hand--but I express myself so that the community will not be entirely smug about what a cozy
place Burling is--as one modernist colleague put it to me, "A library is a communication center." But I also express myself in the hope that in any transformation or reincarnation of the Grinnell College library
you will plan near all location adequate enclosed (acoustically isolated) space for those who wish to communicate with ideas and not with other people.
the physical setup does not encourage easy access for questions.
WIth the digitization of musical collections, the concept of a library listening [room]has radically changed. With consolidation of the A/V library to the listening library, would an additional staff person be
prudent? Could the College fold the language lab under the listening library heading or develop a separate foreign language library per the science collection? Redesign and move the listening center/library
to a more inspiring space with natural lighting; I think the patronage in the space would increase. Finally, with the JRC and new science addition, the physical placement of the library seems to be
marginalized with the most of the physical activity on campus.

